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Upcoming 
Events 

PLEASE NOTE:                                   
All Club Meetings continue to 
be on-line ZOOM Meetings at 
the present time. 

General Meeting by ZOOM 
Wednesday, April 7 @ 7 p.m. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Spring Flea Market in        
Ancaster has been cancelled for 
2021 

Drive Your Triumph Day  
By Dorien Berteletti 

On February 10, every year we Triumph owners are reminded to take our 
cars out and go for a drive.  Here in Canada that drive may be short or not 
at all.  Last year some Shelburne residents took two of their Triumphs out, 
including the pre-war Continental and took pictures.  Amazing!!  Others 
around Ontario pulled similar stunts, but moi?  Kept my little TR3 tucked 
away safely.  This year I was reminded by the Toronto Triumph Club 
President and the Headwaters British Car Club President to do         
something...okay, okay, I may take a picture or two. 

So what is the story behind this celebration? 

As best as I can determine, a California resident, Rye Livingston, came up 
with this plan and here I quote him:   

“As you may remember a few years ago, I encouraged members of our 
club to drive their Triumphs on February 10th, to celebrate Sir John 
Black’s Birthday, the man who organized Standard’s purchase of Triumph 
after the war, and went on to make the cars we enjoy driving today.” 

So who was Sir John Black? 

Sir John Black was a big wheel during the war dealing with Aero engines 
and then working with Standard, managed the purchase of the Triumph 
name as there was no building.  The early post-war cars were built in the 
Standard plant in Coventry and began with the Roadster, Renown and 
Mayflower, a car best forgotten. 

A prototype sports car called the 20TS, also known as a TR1 was built 
and deemed a disaster by Ken Richardson who was called in from BRM 
to advise.  Eventually, with Richardson’s help, the TR2 was launched in 
March 1953. 

In 1953 Sir John was appointed Chairman of the Board and by the end of 
the same year he was deemed undesirable (moodiness, manic           
depressive and hard on his staff) and by January 1954 he was gone.  
Some sources refer to a car accident with a Swallow Doretti as the cause 
of his leaving and it may have contributed, but it could not have been that 
bad, because the same year he was appointed Deputy Chairman of    
Enfield Cables.  It was actually Alick Dick who ran the show (starting with 
the TR2) and to whom we owe a debt of gratitude for making the “cars we 
enjoy driving today” such as the TR series and more. 

In my opinion Mr. Livingston “invented” something to do on a California 
winter day, (today it was 20C in Bakersfield) and not knowing history very 
well, picked on Sir John’s birthday.   

Dorien Berteletti’s 1955 TR3 

Ralph and Kimberly Evans’              

1937 Triumph Continental               

1967 Triumph GT6 (and Suzi) David Wakefield’s 1955 TR2 

Here are the HBCC Club Members’ photos as submitted to            

Drive Your Triumph Day 2021: 
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More “Others” 
These ones didn’t arrive in time to make the February issue, so it seems 

we have a Part 2 on our hands... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A couple of photos from the         

MG Experience site, shared by Mark  

Bates.  Ladies and their MG’s - including 

 an Italian gas station advert. 

Letters to 
the Editor 
Re:  Limerick Contest 
“Thank you - I didn’t even 
know that it was a contest!   
I am agog with anticipation 
awaiting our major prize.  
Cheers.” 

David Wakefield 
HBCC 

“I loved all the articles in the 
February issue of British 
Driven.   
I particularly enjoyed Peter 
Pontsa’s article.  May I add 
that the OPP officer when 
saying to keep a leash on 
Stuffy, he meant on David. 
In response to Mark Bates’ 
query on what to do with 
waste oil?  The answer is, 
there is a British car out 
there that needs oil fill    
replenishing every run.  All 
kidding aside, I use it to oil 
underbody on my cars every 
year.  Bring me yours, Mark, 
and I’ll do your car.  Other-
wise landfills will take it.  It 
must be properly contained, 
and not in Tim Hortons   
coffee cups. 
This is to Bill Mason:  My 
articles on transmissions 
and rear ends may have 
been too late to put in the 
February issue.  Look for 
them here in the March  
issue.” 
                         Ed Taccone 
                              HBCC 

“Once again, fabulous news-
letter, Kimberly.  Cheers!”        
   “Wee Davey” Maguire 
       HBCC 

Ken Mason’s 1968 AMC AMX 390 Go pac auto 

Dorien Berteletti’s                      

1973 Citroen Super5 

Dorien Berteletti’s                

1969 Fulvia Zagato Lancia 

Dorien Berteletti’s  1988 AMC GW and 1917/34 Hudson Indy 
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Travel 
By Dorien Berteletti 

Despite our travel restrictions, I was thinking of future venues - probably 
for 2022 at this point. 

We have an invitation to visit South Africa from a fellow pilot, so maybe 
we will get there.  I was looking at stopping points on the way there and 
remembered St. Helena, the Emperor’s home for some time. 

Spent some amusing time on the Island’s website and some interesting 
facts re. cars.  Next to Cuba, they are probably one of the very few 
countries to drive older cars.  Apparently when you rent a car, it’s liable 
to be 15 years old and in so-so condition.  Not all 4 wheels were from 
the same vehicle, speed limits are at 30 mph and waving to pedestrians 
and other drivers is a rule. 

There, cars stopped is a traffic jam! 

Cars 
By Dorien Berteletti 

Waiting for some aluminum panels for the Standard, so doing some 
catch up repairs on the 409, actually a sad teary story. 

My steering wheel has been known to crack, get sticky and the paint 
lifts.  Have repaired it a few times and 6 months later, it’s failed again, so 
I posted the issue with my friends on the Bristol Forum.  I was quickly 
told it was a case of “Sad Doll’s” disease and they sent me reports.  I 
immediately consulted with resident Doll expert, Kimberly, who         
confirmed the diagnosis with data from her files. 

The solution is to have the wheel rebuilt by a specialist, but that is in the 
UK.  What do I do in the meantime? 

This time, after stripping and sanding, I “cured” it before painting...looks 
good, but then it looked good before for some 6 months or so.  See  
photos below. 

I am not a total believer in the “Sad doll” theory in that nobody has been 
able to explain why it happens on some cars (same year and model) 
and not others?  A good example is fellow owner in Italy, who’s 409 was 
built alongside mine, one serial number apart, same colour and his 
wife’s name is Anna...can’t get closer than that, and his wheel is fine. 

If this last repair works, that would be great, and if not, I will leather wrap 
it and look for another one that if bad I will send off for restoration. 

 

 

Some dolls made in the 1940’s  

had an issue where the cellulose 

acetate plastics used in the 

heads and limbs reacted with 

the internal iron fixings, causing 

the dolls to shed brown tears. 

Similarly, the plastic  in some 

dolls made in the 1950’s and 

1960’s has started to disinte-

grate, giving them a greasy   

appearance and a sticky texture. 

In some (not all), formulations of 

the plastic used to make these 

old dolls, the plasticizer has sep-

arated from the plastic mix and 

has begun to ooze out of the toy.   

Vintage Barbie collectors are 

aware of this phenomenon, 

which only certain #4 and #5 

Barbie’s suffer from.               

Marion would know... 
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Transmissions 

 By Ed Taccone 

Once again, I am faced with the task of writing another two technical articles.  These, though, are at the request of one of our 
members, Bill Mason.  Bill wrote that he would like to see one on transmissions and one on differentials.  I was going to do 
transmissions for this upcoming British Driven and the other for the following article, but didn’t want to let Bill down, so did 
both for this newsletter. 

Let me see...where do I start trying to condense a book into an article and explain in layman’s terminology?  Here goes, Bill.  
Besides the engine, a car’s transmission is one of the most important components of a vehicle.  It’s what moves the power 
from the engine to the wheels.  How often have you seen guys add extra horsepower to their engine, but for some reason 
never do anything to increase the performance of the transmission? 

If you’re going to increase engine horsepower, then you have to upgrade your transmission to accept the extra horsepower, 
i.e., for an automatic transmission it would be a stall convertor and valve body rework.  Stall speed is the speed at which the 
converter holds back or limits the engine speed if the transmission output is prohibited.  When your torque converter        
prevents the power transfer from your engine to your transmission, it increases the engine’s RPM stalls.  For example, when 
you press down on your gas pedal, the stall speed is the gap between where your vehicle idles and begins to move.  The 
more stall speed you have, the more pressure you have to put on the gas pedal before your car begins to move. 

For standard transmissions it would be installing a heavy duty clutch and pressure plate and pilot shaft roller bearing instead 
of the brass type (just to name a couple of options). 

There are a variety of car transmissions.  Some are automatic, while manual transmissions in stick-shift cars require the  
driver to complete extra steps for the vehicle to operate effectively. 

If you’ve wondered, “How does a transmission work?”, the process varies depending on the type of transmission.  Whatever 
type of transmission it is, the answer to what does a transmission do, is to enable the gear ratio between the drive wheels 
and engine to adjust as the car slows down and speeds up.  If you need practical lessons to understand this, I’m sure Dorien 
Berteletti, Ralph Evans, or this year’s gear jammer Super 8 track winner Dave Baker will be more than happy to show how 
it’s done and scare the living daylights out of you, all at the same time. 

Anyway, back to the tranny.  When a vehicle is stopped, the transmission disconnects the engine (but only if you put it in 
park or neutral) from the drive wheels so that the engine can keep idling when the wheels aren’t in motion.  Transmissions 
also enable quick acceleration from a stop and enable the engine to run more slowly to cut down on wear while the driving at 
consistent speeds. 

Manual transmissions have a clutch pedal and a shifter the driver uses to manually change gears.  These types of         
transmissions consist of a set of gears along a pair of shafts, called the input and output shafts.  With a manual transmission, 
the driver has to select the proper gear and engage or disengage the clutch.  The transmission uses a flywheel, pressure 
plate and clutch to engage and disengage the engine from the transmission.  The flywheel and pressure plate are connected 
to the engine.  The clutch is sandwiched between them and is splined to the transmission input shaft.  The term “push in the 
clutch” means to release the pressure plate, which disengages the clutch from the flywheel.  Every time you make a shift, 
you have to push in the clutch first.  As is the case when you’re driving your British Classic, unless of course it is a newer 
British Classic with automatic transmission. 

The following are various types of manual transmissions. 

A dual clutch transmission uses two clutches, which can be wet or dry.  One clutch operates the even gears (2, 4 and 6).  
The other clutch operates the odd gears (1, 3, 5 and reverse).  Dual-clutch transmissions were common in older cars and are 
still found in modern race cars.  With today’s dual-clutch automated manual transmissions, sometimes called a double-clutch 
transmission or a twin-clutch transmission, a computer controls the clutch engagement and shifting, bridging the gap        
between a manual and automatic transmission.  Wouldn’t this be nice racing around the Super 8 track?  I’ll see what I can 
do! 

The first manual transmissions were unsynchronized, or “non-synchro”.  They were also called rock crushers because drivers 
would grind the gears together trying to get them to mesh.  Trucks used this type of transmission well into the early 1960’s 
because these transmissions were very strong.  Back in the day, double clutching (or revving the engine “just so”) helped slip 
it into gear.  These were acquired with practice as the “truckers” used to say. 

Synchronized/constant mesh transmissions keep the cluster gear, drive gear and main shaft gears constantly moving.  
These types of transmissions use pads to slow down the gears.  This eliminates the need for double-clutching action.  You 
say, “What fun is that?”  I wonder if they will ever have a standard transmission in a self-driving car? 

An automated transmission, sometimes referred to as an AMT, is a manual transmission with a computer controlling the  
shifting and clutch.  The AMT is used in heavy-duty trucks.  Sorry, Bill, I don’t have one of those.  Hmmmm… 
                                   Continued on 6 
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Transmissions                        Continued from 5 

Single-clutch is a manual transmission with the computer controlling the shifting and clutch.  Shifting and clutch control can 
be electric, hydraulic or electrohydraulic.  The popularity of single-clutch transmissions started to fade as dual-clutches were 
able to handle increased torque.  Remember what I said about increasing horsepower?  Well, one of these will work if you 
decide to increase your engine’s get up and go.  Wonder if a dual clutch type would work on a GT6 I know of? 

A pre-selector type, was a manual transmission with a vacuum or hydraulic shift control that was mostly used in the 1930’s 
through the early 1950’s.  Some pre-selectors used bands and planetary gears.  Basically, whatever forward gear was     
selected, the next time the clutch was engaged, it shifted to that gear.  This type of transmission was very common in Britain.  
They were also used in race cars, trucks and buses.  “Honest”.  The main automatic vs. manual transmission difference is 
that with an automatic transmission, the process that powers a manual transmission happens within the transmission itself. 

Automatic transmissions typically don’t use clutches.  Instead, the automatic transmission relies on a torque converter to 
change gears.  The first automatic transmission, which was more like a semi-automatic transmission because it still had a 
clutch, has been around in some form since the early 1900’s. 

The first true automatic transmission used in a production car was the Hydra-Matic, in a 1939 Oldsmobile for the 1940 model 
year.  The inventor was Earl Avery Thompson.  In later years, the Hydra-Matic was also used in Rolls-Royce and Jaguars 
plus other models.  Also, remember the push button type?  These were found in Chrysler vehicles, typically on their 727 
transmissions.  They were a bit of a nightmare to calibrate, just ask Dorien and why Anne is still hanging around. 

Most large SUV’s and trucks have traditional automatic transmissions.  Here are some terms commonly associated with  
automatic transmissions: 

A direct-shift gearbox, also called a DSG, has two clutches that disengage alternately in changing gears.  DSG’s provide 
smooth acceleration and fast shifting.  If I’m not mistaken, this type is used in new VW’s. 

A tiptronic gearbox allows an automatic transmission to be shifted manually, via the shifter and/or the steering wheel        
controls.  The drawback is the computer will override/not allow manual mode if the transmission is outside the set             
parameters.  I think this type may be the one in Marion’s Buick.  You know, Bill, the one you’re not allowed to drive. 

What about electric cars?  Single-gear systems are used in electric vehicles.  The power band of an electric motor enables 
engineers to use compact single-speed transmissions to transfer power to the drive wheels.  This can be integrated with the 
motor or be a bolt-on. 

CVT Transmissions (Continuously variable transmissions), are pulley-based transmissions that are primarily used in small 
vehicles with small engines.  CVT’s have been used for years in snow machines, ATV’s and side-by-sides, to name a few.  
They’re also more recently popular in hybrid vehicles.  The basic set-up is a primary small drive and a secondary large driven 
clutch, with a belt or chain to connect the two.  The belt or chain will sit low in the primary drive and sit high in the secondary 
drive at a stop.  As you accelerate, the primary drive will contract, causing the belt or chain to walk up, while at the same time 
the secondary will expand, causing the belt or chain to walk down.  Presently there are many models that use CVT        
transmissions. 
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Differentials 

 By Ed Taccone 

Well, I’m still at it.  This time I will be writing about differentials, to compliment my previous article on transmissions.       
Hopefully Mr. Bill Mason read that article with interest and is a little more knowledgeable on transmissions.  Although     
transmissions play a vital role, they can’t do their job without a component called a differential to move a pretty British     
Classic.  Like most components of a vehicle, each has a specific task that helps keep the vehicle moving.  You may have 
heard of a vehicle differential, but what is it and what does it do? 

What is a differential?  As part of the front and/or rear axle assembly, the differential plays an integral role in how 
your car makes turns.  The differential is designed to drive a pair of wheels while allowing them to rotate at different speeds.  
This function provides proportional (bet you didn’t know I knew a word that big, Bill) RPM’s between the left and right wheels.  
If the inside tire rotates 15 RPM less in a turn than going straight, then the outside tire will rotate 15 RPM (you can double 
that 15 RPM when Peter Pontsa is behind the wheel of his E-Type) more than going straight. 

For example, when your vehicle goes around a corner, the wheel on the outside must travel faster than the wheel on the 
inside.  The differential distributes equal amounts of torque to both wheels.  This theory is thrown out the window when Ken 
Mason goes around the corner on two wheels.  In any case, as I was saying, it permits the wheels to react to resistance, or 
provide traction, to give the wheel more resistance to rotate less.  The wheel with less resistance rotates faster.  This is very 
true when Mark Bates drives his MGA accordingly. 

Some vehicles, such as go-karts, are not equipped with a differential.  I wonder if Pat Yaremko would want a system like this 
on his half Spitfire and half GT6.  In this case, both driving wheels are forced to rotate at the speed, usually on a common 
axle driven by a simple chain-drive apparatus.  Front wheel drive vehicles are designed differently in that the axle and      
differential assembly is located in the transmission axle assembly or transaxle.  Bill, I hope this is starting to make sense. 

The 3 types of Differentials  In this portion of the article I am going to explain 3 types of differentials.  Open          
Differential is the oldest and most common design that is suitable for various makes and models of vehicles.  It’s the most 
simple, reliable and widely-used type of differential.  The powered pinion gear, located at the end of where the driveshaft 
bolts onto, engages with the ring gear, which then transmits power to both axles through another set of gears.  The only flaw 
in its design is that when one wheel begins to slip, all power is in essence sent to the wheel with the least traction, making 
this setup unfit for rock climbing or high-speed racing.  Maybe I can reconfigure the Super 8 Track to incorporate this        
obstacle.  Wouldn’t it be fun watching Anne, Angela, Gayle, Eilish and some of the other dirt digging track terror ladies do this 
type of obstacle course?  Whew!!  Say that real quick three times! 

Next on the list is Limited-Slip, which is similar to an Open Differential, but utilizes an integrated clutch system.  The clutch 
mechanism locks the left and right sides of the axle together when a wheel loses traction.  This is the preferred system for 
high-performance vehicles such as London Taxi’s, drag racers and those towing heavy loads.  Love my Viper with this diff., 
otherwise it would just sit there spinning on the rear tire until it’s burned off.  Don’t get any ideas, Bill!  Not you, Bill Mason - 
Bill Tully! 

Torque-Vectoring is the latest and greatest in differential technology.  Torque vectoring encompasses a complicated         
collection of sensors and electronics to obtain data from the steering system, throttle position, road surface and more - giving 
it the ability to distribute power to each wheel, according to the data.  This option provides maximum traction while cornering, 
increasing performance significantly.  Does anyone in our club own a vehicle with this type of differential? 

Lastly, you may ask how do I care for my rear end (excuse me, “differential”)?  Rear end is another given name for           
differential.  Regular maintenance on any vehicle is a necessity from oil changes, belts, hoses and other fluids.  The         
differential fluid is no exception.  Differential oil is used to lubricate manual transmissions and differentials.  It ’s similar to the 
importance of engine oil for the engine.  It plays a vital role in protecting the differential and transmission, allowing them to 
function safely and smoothly. 

FYI, the spent differential fluid becomes dirty and contaminated after time.  Continuing to drive with contaminated fluid is 
risky, as it can put unnecessary wear on components, leading to permanent damage.  In my younger days, because I    
couldn’t afford differential fluids, I used to frequent Bays Auto Wreckers in Oakville and drain diff and engine oil to replenish 
my beloved Studebaker Commander.  I used to put the oil in a 20 gallon barrel, run a 1 1/2” hemp rope from the drum with 
the oil, into another empty drum.  You may find this hard to believe, but the hemp rope used to soak up the oil and gravity 
feed into the clean empty barrel filtered.  Well, “somewhat”, but cleaner, nonetheless! 

Here are some signs your differential may need service:  Whirring noise only when decelerating.  A howl or whine during 
acceleration over small or large speeds.  Rumbling or whirring at speeds over 20 MPH, but changes while turning.  Regular 
clunking sound, every few feet or when starting to move.  Steady vibration that increases with vehicle speed. 

Plan to have your differential fluid, also known as gear oil in the transaxles changed every 30,000 miles (48,280 km) not to 
exceed 60,000 miles (96,560 km).  Clean, fresh oil allows for better protection of the differential, leading to a less problematic 
ride.  As with any component of the vehicle, well-lubricated parts equal optimal performance.  Did you know some particular 
models of British Classics suffer from leaky differentials?  If you own one of these, no need to change the differential oil    
because you’re probably replenishing the oil every second car club run anyway. 
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 My Little Hobby 

By Kimberly Evans 

Ralph and I became friends as a result of my organizing a vintage   
fashion show for a local church and his volunteering to be the DJ,  
providing music for the fashions of the groovier eras of the event.  I 
thought he was a good sport for agreeing to wear the wig and fetching 
polyester ensemble I selected for him, but was more than impressed 
when he showed up on the day sporting an epic moustache and mutton 
chop combination that he cultivated for the occasion.  Men that are    
willing to go the extra mile like that don’t enter your life every day.   

As we got to know each other better, we learned about our respective 
kids, pets, exes.  I learned that he had worked for Hydro One for most of 
his adult life.  He learned, to his delight, that although I lived in town 
there was a two-car garage backing onto the lane, housing nothing but a 
little red wagon.  Further investigation revealed a two-car carriage 
house, with a loft, which held only a wheelbarrow.  His eyes lit up.  I 
could see the wheels turning.  Yes, folks, he was in love. 

We like to tell people that he married me for my garage and that I     
married him for his benefits.  Honestly, he had me at the mutton chops. 

Time passes and the outbuildings now boast floors and electricity.  The 
essence of Ralph’s hobby (tools and cars), which you are already     
familiar with, are happily ensconced therein.  Ralph is often also happily 
ensconced therein.  

My hobby has a much smaller footprint, and is housed, for the most part, 
in the house itself within two lovely large wooden cabinets with glass 
doors, in the upstairs hallway.   

When I was a little girl, I was given a Barbie doll.  Actually, my sister was 
given a Barbie doll and didn’t want it, so I happily accepted ownership.  
She was a 1961 brunette Bubblecut, and I loved her dearly.  (The doll, 
not my sister.)  Fortunately, that particular model does not suffer from 
Sad Doll Syndrome or greasy skin.  I also acquired a trunk and a Suzy 
Goose bed, drawer and armoire (which will mean something to many of 
you who are of my generation), a few clothes and an inexplicable    
number of shoes.  Being the type of kid who took good care of my toys, 
while the doll was well loved and well played with - she remains in    
excellent condition to this day.  If she has flaws - I don’t see them. 

My daughter also owned Barbie dolls, although of a different era and 
with vastly different fashion sense.  They wore a lot of lamé and        
favoured shoulder pads.  When she “outgrew” them, they were packed 
up in   boxes and kept.  Like me, she took excellent care of her toys and     
everything is still in pristine condition. 

You think now that you know what my hobby is, but yes and no… 

In 2009, the Shelburne Heritage Street Festival included a store-front 
contest with the theme “June Weddings”.  A family friend has a business 
on Main Street and found herself searching for something different for 
her window display.  I remember fondly the Eatons and Simpsons 
Christmas windows of my childhood, so offered to help her make a   
Barbie sized Bridal Salon in her window.  As these things usually go, I 
wound up doing it all by myself. 

I had such fun putting it together, and it turned out well - even taking first 
place.  While the prize went to the shop owner, the joy stayed with me.  
The resources I had discovered out of necessity beckoned and I turned 
an old bookcase into a three-room townhouse for my beloved Barbie.  I 
mean, I already had the bed and the armoire, you know?  I found I could 
pick things up on eBay that Barbie and I had lusted after in my        
childhood.  In addition, it is amazing what can be repurposed once one 
starts looking at the world with 1/6 vision! 

Here it is then, my hobby:  I create 1/6 Scale Dioramas!   
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 My Little Hobby        Continued from 8 

For several years, we sponsored a class in the Shelburne Fair, and 
sometimes there would be a number of entries while other years mine 
would be the only one.  Either way, people seemed thrilled by them.   
Oddly enough the women focused mostly on the dolls and enjoyed  
identifying things that they had had as children.  The men seemed to 
appreciate the craftsmanship of the whole.  The children were           
fascinated by seeing a miniature world, and possibly it made them think 
of the potential of their own toys in a different light. 

You might think I am an oddity here.  Well, yes, but.  You may be     
surprised to learn how popular a hobby dioramas have become.  There 
has long been a large group who collect 1/12 scale dollhouse miniatures 
- which are not always housed in “dollhouses” per se.  Often room boxes 
are their preferred venue.  Or just a wall and a floor.  Or no walls at all! 
Others collect  action figures or crazily expensive military figures in    
various scales (1/12, 1/8, 1/6), which they use in detailed dioramas.  
There is even an annual contest for dioramas featuring the Easter treats 
“Peeps”!  (Well, let’s be honest, that’s a good use for them as they are 
not fit for human consumption.)  There are a myriad of Facebook groups 
where aficionados of each of these communities can share their       
creations.  I have made several excellent friendships through this      
connection.  Said creations vary widely in their quality - from the sublime 
to the truly ridiculous.   

A couple of years ago I upgraded from the old bookcase to the current 
cabinets.  The glass doors keep dust from settling onto my rooms and 
the cabinets give more of a feeling of “respectable museum quality   
display” in my biased mind.  I never walk past without glancing inside 
and smiling.  I decorate for Christmas.  I enjoy them and they make me 
happy. 

I am not the “Barbie Collector” most people think of whose dolls all sport 
excessive blonde hair and fancy dresses, kept in their boxes.  Oh no, 
my dolls can be caught doing the household chores, as often as not. 

I have to admit, I have amassed more Barbie dolls and fashions than I 
actually need.  Every decade is represented, but often people offered 
them to me and I gave them a home because I felt sorry for them (that’s 
my story and I’m sticking with it).  Others were picked up on eBay or FB 
Marketplace.  In a fit of insanity, I decided to replicate the painting “The 
Fathers of Confederation” as a Bicentennial Project - so it couldn’t be 
helped that my inventory of Ken dolls increased exponentially.   

Occasionally, however, Ralph’s hobby and mine do intersect.  Ralph has 
honed his spray painting skills and equipment over the years by       
practicing on cars and the like - so fortunately he is now savvy enough 
to take on any 1/6 scale item I throw at him.  Many of those items are   
produced in nauseating shades of pink and must be customized in order 
to be functional.  Detail painting is left to me. 

Since the Ken dolls started showing up in greater numbers, the pressure 
for them to have something to drive became overwhelming.  I now have 
five British vehicles in appropriate scale that, with Ralph’s assistance, 
have been fully customized.  Last summer we held a small car show on 
the front lawn - which the neighbours enjoyed immensely.  One young 
man suddenly regretted they had given away his sister’s Barbie car  
because they had found the pink to be “embarrassing”.  Uh, yeah.   

So, while I spent my childhood lamenting that 
my Barbie’s house was in actuality the floor of 
the linen closet with the vacuum cleaner      
temporarily displaced and that I had more   
places to put her clothes than actual clothes for 
her to wear - I have more than made it up to her 
in recent years.   

You could say that my interest in my old friend 
has amused my current friends and helped me 
make some new friends.  Not a bad return on a 
little hobby! 
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British Car Quiz Results (Late 1930’s - 1960’s) 

By Dorien Berteletti 

A most exciting contribution from the membership on this test of British car knowledge! 

The first official entry was from Ken Mason a few hours after the issue of British Driven and totalled some 80 Marques.  The 

next entry, a week or so later via circuitous route, was from Tom Hodgson with some 40 entries.  And the rest of you?  There 

are/were more cars than MG, Triumph and Jaguar.  Study the list, memorize it and a test will follow.  

Some of the cars listed by Ken are somewhat “obscure” and were built prior to the years in question, but still an excellent list.  

So, with thanks to our two contributors, the first prize goes to Ken Mason and second to Tom Hodgson. 

Once we are back to visiting each other, Mr. Mason and Mr. Hodgson will be invited over to choose something from our stock 

ranging from magazines, books, up to a 220 Mercedes Diesel engine! 

 

AC 

AJS 

Allard 

Alta 

Alvis 

Armstrong Siddeley 

Arnott 

Ashley 

Aston Martin 

Astra 

Atalanta 

Ausford 

Autovia 

Austin 

Austin-Healey 

Batten 

Bentley 

Berkeley 

BMA 

Bond 

Brabham 

Bristol 

BRM 

Brough Superior 

BSA 

Burney 

Buckler 

Caterham 

Chevron  

Connaught 

Cooper 

Coronet 

Crossley 

Daimler 

Dellow 

Elva 

ERA 

Ford 

Frazer Nash 

Gill 

Ginnette 

Gordon 

Healey 

Hillman 

HRG 

Humber 

Invicta 

Jaguar 

Jensen 

Jensen-Healey 

Jowett 

Kieft 

Lagonda 

Lammas-Graham 

Lanchester 

Land Rover 

Lea-Francis 

Lister 

Lloyd 

Lotus 

Marauder 

March 

Marcos 

McLaren 

MG 

Mini 

Morgan 

Morris 

Napier 

Paramount 

Peel 

Peerless 

Railton 

Reliant 

Riley 

Rochdale 

Rodley 

Rolls-Royce 

Rover 

Russon 

Rytecraft 

Scoota car 

Singer 

Skirrow 

Squire 

Standard 

SS 

Sunbeam 

Sunbeam Talbot 

Swallow 

Swallow Doretti 

Talbot 

Tourette 

Triumph 

Trojan 

Turner 

TVR 

Vale 

Vanwall 

Vauxhall 

Wolsley 

 

TRUCKS 

Albion 

Bedford 

Bradford 

Commer 

Guy 

Leyland 

Morris Commercial 
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What’s Cooking? 

Buttertart Muffins shared by Leah Hill 

“Not too sweet, but delicious and easy to make!” 

Ingredients: 

1/2 cup raisins 

3/4 cup sugar 

1/2 cup butter 

2 eggs slightly beaten 

3/4 cup milk 

1 tsp. vanilla 

Step 1: 

Mix these ingredients in saucepan over medium heat. 

Cook, stirring almost constantly until mixture is hot, slightly thickened 

and just beginning to bubble, approximately 4-5 minutes.  Let this cool. 

Ingredients: 

1 1/2 cups flour 

2 tsp. baking powder 

1 tsp. baking soda 

Pinch of salt 

1/2 cup walnuts (optional) 

Step 2: 

Preheat oven to 375 degrees F 

Line muffin tins. 

Make a centre in the flour mixture and add the warm raisin mixture.  Mix 

well. 

Spoon into muffin cups. 

Bake 12-15 minutes.  Remove from oven and immediately drizzle a little 

corn syrup over each muffin. 

If you wish, you can add 1/2 cup walnuts. 

 

 

Help Wanted 
Headwaters British Car Club    

currently has vacancies for the 

following positions.  If you are  

interested, please contact      

Ralph Evans, President.        

Thank you! 

 

1.   Web Coordinator 

 

2.   Editor                                           

 BRITISH DRIVEN Newsletter 

 

 

 

Ed  

For your consideration, from 

Dorien… 

The meaning of opaque is unclear. 

I’m reading a book on anti-gravity, 

and I can’t put it down. 

Atheism is a non prophet           

organization. 

The patron saint of poverty is     

St. Nickless. 

I hear they won’t be making     

yardsticks any longer... 
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The MGB 1962-1980 Part 2 
By Tom Hodgson 

 

 

In Part 2, let us look at what the MG company expected us to do with 

their cars and what we really do. 

1. It seems a strange thing, but the MG marketing people always seem 

to show lady models sitting or lounging ON the cars, but rarely sitting 

in the seats.  It was no different with the launch of later models like 

the TF.  Perhaps someone should explain what the seats are used 

for?  Even the animals have noticed as “Miss Leopard 2008” is   

clearly looking for a modelling career.   

I did find one girl who knows what the seats are used for.  Calm down 

guys - I hear that this blonde lady only rides with men who own red MGB 

convertibles.   

Most of us use our MGB’s to join in various runs and club meetings.  

There have been many other interesting uses for these cars.  It goes 

without saying that they have been used in Rallies, Races and Hill 

Climbs like almost all MG’s except the very largest models. 

There have been so many owners who raced their cars that I will select 

only a few to represent them all.  In Part 1 it was noted that an MGB won 

the World’s longest car race in 1966.  I still can’t get my mind around a 

5,600 mile long race. 

2. Sir Anthony Bamford, Chairman of the construction equipment giant 

JCB has more than once owned the former “Works Racer” (Licence 

8DBL).  This car took first place in the Guards 1000 miles at Brands 

Hatch in 1965.  Andy Newall driving 8DBL for Sir Anthony in the  

Historic Racing Drivers Club MGB 50 series in 2012 (50 years of 

MGB) entered 4 of the 6 races available and won them all.  He set 

the  fastest lap in each race.   Around that time “Safety Fast” of the 

MG Car Club asked if anyone knew the driver in the photograph. 

3. He sure looks to have collected more than his share of trophies.  

Wow, what a collection! 

4. In 2010, two Danish ladies, Danna Corke and Marie-Loise Jensen 

entered their 1970 MGB in the Monte Carlo Rally.  This was their 

first rally!  Talk about starting at the top.  They finished (even that 

was great) 230th out of 340 cars.  They were 4th in the women’s 

entries and 2nd among the MG’s taking part.  (A Midget beat them 

by 3 minutes).  What an amazing run! 

5. There are thousands more owners who race and rally their cars, but 

most of us are a little different.  The ladies of Lancaster Insurance 

say they love Sunday drives. 

6. The North Yorkshire Club sometimes have done a “Canada Run.”  In 

this they visit many of the airfields in the area that were bases for the 

RCAF bombers in WWII.  After a Bacon Buttie (bacon sandwich) 

breakfast, they visited Durham-Tees Valley Airport, then on to the 

Croft Racing Circuit (a base in Wartime).  Leeming is next, then to 

the last one at Hemsley.  One or two descendants of the pilots who  

were lost were on hand to remember them.            (Continued on 13) 

  1 

  3 

  4 

  5 

  6 

  2 
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The MGB 1962-1980 Part 2      
                                     (Continued from 12) 

7. This picture was taken at the Yorkshire Centre’s Daffodil Run, but I 

see no Daffodils.  Some one suggested that as a Yorkshire man, he 

is driving up the river to avoid paying a toll.  That cannot be true as 

there are not any toll roads in that area as far as I know.  Anyway, 

Robert must be a good driver as he got through just fine. 

8. That area looks far too cold for driving with the top down.  It makes 

our Polar Bear Run look tame. 

9. Now why would any sane owner drive through a brick wall? 

10. Yes, the MGB is an all-weather vehicle.  Until it rains. 

11. I wonder who is taking whom for a ride? 

12. The police did use some MGB’s, but I cannot figure out what they do 

with anyone they arrest?  Where exactly do they put them? 

13. This picture is from the USA.  Who would have guessed? 

14. I have a granddaughter who wants to use our MGB for her wedding.  

Does anyone know where we fit any of the wedding party? 

15. A Limo - yes, it’s 19 feet long, complete with bar.  Based on an 

MGB.  Why? 

16. Pink - really?  (That was not an 

official colour.) 

                      (Continued on 14) 
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The MGB 1962-1980 Part 2      
                                     (Continued from 13) 

17. Someone has seen too many movies.  Austin Powers was probably 

happy with his E-Type. 

18. Moss Motors seem to think the MGB belongs in a Farmer’s field. 

Let’s take a look at some of the modifications that have been done to 

improve the car, e.g. a wood-trim dash can really improve the interior. 

19. This one is from the Walnut Dash Company in the UK. 

20. This Australian design for the GT certainly extends the luggage  

compartment. 

21. This front end and Bumper was made by RPS Bumpers in Polyester 

Fibreglass and fitted by Steve Beehoo, the owner.  He wanted to 

improve the front end appearance.  He was replacing the big rubber 

bumper as used on the later cars.  The kit that he used came com-

plete with lights, fixtures and instructions.  It certainly is one neat 

way to replace that rubber one.  Cooling of the oil is said to be    

improved, too.  It should be noted that the steel shock absorbing 

parts are still there under this shell. 

We can’t leave this part of the story without consideration of engine 

changes.  MG always offered performance packages for various sports 

applications but others have gone further. 

22. The top photo shows the typical 1800 cc. Engine bay.  Below it is a       

new extreme.  A V12 in an MGB!  How will the brakes, steering and 

even the frame stand up to this?  There is an alternative if the owner 

wants to go to a new level.  That is the Frontline Developments 

LE50. 

23. What we have here is virtually a modern car in a new MGB GT body.  

It is already possible to buy a new body made in the original tools by 

British Motor Heritage.  However Frontline went even further.  They 

changed the suspension for a modern one.  They fitted a 2012   

Mazda 2.0 litre engine with a six-speed manual transmission.  In the 

above photo you can see some of the other parts used.               

Performance is claimed to be 5.1 seconds from 0 to 60 mph.  Top 

speed is now 158 miles per hour.  No wonder they needed so many 

upgrades.  Remember this is miles, not kilometres. 

No wonder some people think the MGB will never die.  I believe one  

already exists with only an electric motor.  It will likely be a better bet to 

let the manufacturers make an electric car that has space for large     

batteries as it is designed.  However, who knows?  MGB owners seem to 

be possessed by some strange weird logic. 

Tom thanks “Safety Fast”, the magazine of the MG Car Club in Abingdon 

for their help and support. 
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Keeping Busy   

By Ralph Evans 

 
So what has everybody been doing on yours cars during this lockdown?  

Having more cars than I really need gives me lots of possibilities. 

 

Before Christmas I started on my 1972 Cutlass 442. I installed a        

complete new AC system from Vintage Air, new Compressor,            

Condenser, Evaporator, Drier, all new lines and new control panel that 

looks just like  the original unit.  I had to remove the entire dash to      

accomplish this feat, but when finished we finally had a working heater 

and AC, which hasn’t functioned for a number of years. I picked up the 

AC kit probably 3 years ago,  just never got around to the installation. 

Next we moved on to the XJ12. The original Air cleaners have a very 

small silencer tube on the intake - only about 1.25 inches, compared to 

the throttle body size of 2.5 inches. This combination works great for that 

quiet Jaguar rush during acceleration but really limits the performance 

potential. I removed the original Air Boxes and fabricated new  filter    

housings  using 90 degree bends and 2.5 inch to 3.0 inch reducer.  I then 

installed two 3 inch high flow  K&N style breathers. This also required a 

catch can fabrication to allow the use of all the existing pollution lines.  

The end result was quite a difference in the seat of the pants feel while 

driving. Car freely revs to  5500 rpm before shifting now. Yes there is a 

bit more throttle body air sound under full acceleration but I like it.  It was 

a cheap mod and passed some time. 

Next we moved on to the GT6. Continuing on with the free breathing  

theme I will be doing the same mod to the GT6, getting rid of the        

restrictive air box on it. This will probably be a late February/early March 

project. The pipes are on order. That being arranged, I moved on to the       

exhaust side of breathing. Most performance people will tell you that 

higher compression, ported heads, bigger cam will all help performance 

but if you can’t get the air in and then out you won’t see the full benefit of 

the modifications. OK, so we already talked about getting the air in so 

let’s move on to getting the air out and build a Header. Due to the     

clearance issues on the GT6, I decided to go to a 6 to 3 to 1 header   

design. First I tied cylinders 1 and 6 together with 1.25 inch SS exhaust 

tubing. Then cylinders 2 and 5 and finally cylinders 3 and 4. Now I have 

gone from 6 exhaust tubes to 3 and have to merge them together to tie 

into the rest of the exhaust system. So from the 3 pipes that have now 

been increased to 1.5 inch tube,  I merged them into a 3 inch merg           

collector complete with a tapered fire cone.  This was my first attempt at 

TIG welding 304 Stainless tube. Wow, does this stuff ever pull from the 

heat!  Just when everything fits, you weld another spot and it has pulled 

and doesn’t fit. After the first pair of runners I was more careful with my 

joints and length of continuous welds. With two 175 Stombergs installed I 

had to bring all the pipes to the center of the motor. This was also a good 

time to install a heat shield for the carbs. Boy, the new tools are getting a 

good workout. Let’s try a little aluminum welding for Tabs on those 150 to 

175 Carb adapters.                                                       (Continued on 16) 
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Keeping Busy             Continued from 15 

The Everlast 205SI is working great. One issue with welding 304     
Stainless is crystallization on the inside of the welded tube . Back purging 
with Argon is required to prevent this. I didn’t back purge so a little   
grinding on the inside of the welds was required.  Next time I will use 409 
SS or back purge. 

With all the pipes in place, a few hits with the hammer were required to 
get a little more clearance against the intake manifold once installed. 

I also finished the project up with a Titanium heat wrap and silicone    
sealant.  Final clearance was only an issue with the TR6 starter. I needed 
about another 1/4 inch clearance or eliminate the heat wrap. I chose to 
use the GT6 starter which has lots of clearance. It also cranks the motor 
over faster than the TR6 starter. 

Just waiting now for some good weather to move a few cars around and 
get the GT on the lift or a trip to Orangeville to complete the rest of the 
exhaust. As of right now it sure has a bark it didn`t have before.  So what 
was next?  A Jack Stand String alignment was completed with the     
assistance of Kimberly on the measuring tape. The car was extremely 
twitchy if I was a little aggressive with it in the turns. The rear Toe was 
way off, the Front Camber and Toe was also off. Well, we will have to 
wait and see what really happens once we have nice roads and weather 
again.  I have a few more mods I am thinking about for the rear end of 
the GT6. A Swing Spring has been recommended but I personally like 
the challenge of a Camber Compensator. Most times it is cheaper to 
make it than buy it, just takes a little longer.  

HBCC Face Masks 
Soon to be available - quality, custom 3-ply face masks printed with 
the Headwaters British Car Club logo.  The masks are adjustable,   
re-useable and washable.   

A limited run of 75 masks is currently in production, and an         
additional 25 will be available without the logo.  To reserve yours, 
please contact Ralph Evans or Mark Bates.   

The cost will be $10 cash only (exact change, please) per mask, for 
those who are interested. 

In response to input from the Executive, the Club is not being asked 
to finance this expenditure from Club funds in any way or to     
maintain any inventory. 

A huge thank you to Mark and Ralph for making this project        
possible. 
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Fin 
This is the final issue of BRITISH 

DRIVEN with Kimberly Evans as 

the Editor, as I am herewith   

tendering my resignation from 

the position. 

I would like to thank everyone 

who has contributed articles, 

photographs and ideas for the 

newsletter from November 2018 

to the present - especially my 

regular contributors.  Also to 

those few who participated in 

my silly contests. 

Thank you to Angela van 

Breemen for leaving such large 

shoes to fill, as well as for    

helping to sort through the        

odd hiccup. 

I hope that you have on          

occasion found the periodical to 

be informative or entertaining.  I 

have enjoyed being a part of it.  I 

do apologize for my failings. 

I have tried to keep us all       

connected  through a difficult 

year.  Spring will soon be here 

and  finally we will be able to 

drive “Our Cars” and enjoy to 

the fullest the British car hobby 

once again!  

 

Stay safe, stay healthy. 

Cheers, everyone! 

Kimberly Evans 

 

Classic Travelling   

Shared by Mark Bates 

What should be carried on tour?  You may wish to carry various spares 
on tour, but do note that they add weight and bulk in a generally already 
small packing area.  A lot of this should be able to fit in various nooks 
and crannies around your car.  The following list of suggested items is 
offered for guidance and is in no particular order.  Please also refer to the 
national regulations of destination countries to ensure that you have  
everything required by law. 

Tools and Equipment 

 Hi-visibility jackets (one per occupant - accessible so that they can 
be worn prior to exiting vehicle) 

 Spare bulb kit (to include dip, main, side, tail, brake, indicator and 
number plate bulbs) 

 Warning triangle 

 Fire extinguisher 

 First aid kit 

 Tow rope 

 Tool kit (general and car specific, but likely to include spanners, 
screwdrivers, pliers, adjustable spanner, spark plug wrench) 

 Torch (and batteries) 

 Jack and handle (a flat wood base is also useful as a load spreader) 

 Wheel brace or knock-off wheel spinner tool (as appropriate) 

 Locking wheel nut key (for more modern classics) 

 Grease gun 

 Bungee cords & cable ties 

 WD40, araldite rapid, superglue, thread lock 

 Octane booster (if needed) 

 Insulating tape and gaffer/duct tape 

 Jubilee clips for hoses 

 Connectors and a length of electrical cable 


